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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
Introduction 
Iowa is located in the heart of the largest corn and soybean pro-
ducing area in the United States. Iowa consistently produces much more 
grain than can be used locally. Each year it ranks first or second in 
dollar volume of agricultural exports . This makes transporting surplus 
gr ain a very important and large industry to Iowa. 
Iowa is located in such a position relative to the markets, as to 
make t r uck, rail, and barge, and combinations of these modes feasible 
and important means of transporting grain. There are several large corn 
and soybean processing plants in eastern Iowa that receive grain by rail 
and truck. v"The Mississippi River provides for barge movement down to the 
Port of New Orleans for export . And rail can provide movement to any of 
the domestic or export markets in the country. Thus, when a farmer or 
country elevator makes a decision where to sell grain, the modes of 
transportation available and the transportation costs to these alterna-
tive markets are important variables in the decision of where and how to 
sell the grain. 
The Mississippi River is an important link in this transportation 
system. It is important to Iowa as an outlet, as well as to the total 
U.S. export movement. Figures show from 1972 through 1975, grain moving 
down the Mississippi River by barge accounted for 50-60 percent of the 
total U.S . export of corn and soybeans (15). Iowa contributed a substan-
tial amount to this barge movement, as shown in Table 1. Farmers Grain 
Dealers Association, one of Iowa ' s largest grain handlers, estimated that 
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3 
in 1975 a little more than one-fifth of its annual volume moved by 
barge (9). 
Typically, the Upper Mississippi River along Iowa freezes over from 
about mid-December through mid-March. During this period barge movements 
almost cease and the grain movement pattern changes -- some grain 
remains in storage and some grain moves to other markets by other modes. 
During some years this pattern is further altered by early winters and 
late springs; flooding, as the spring of 1973; dry conditions, as the 
summer of 1976; lock and dam repairs, as Lock and Dam 26 in April 1976; 
and other unpredicted events. 
It appears that these unpredicted events have a great impact on 
grain movement because there is usually a time lapse between the selling 
of grain and delivery. Once the grain has s tarted movement down the 
River , there is no altering courses . And with s uch unpredictable events, 
the guessing game of when the River will reopen begins. 
Since dry conditions are currently the topic of speculation on grain 
movement and prices, along with the debate about Lock and Dam 26 repair-
ment or replacement, there has been continual speculation as to what 
effect the temporary closing of the Mississippi River for an inde finite 
period will have on farmers' income and t he pattern of grain movement. 
What would be the initial effects of the Mississippi River tempor-
arily closing? What would be the effect on net revenue t o a particular 
area? How would the grain movement pattern change? Does the timing of 
the River closing have a large effect? This thesis attempts to answer 
these questions by first analyzing the price effects, and then comparing 
4 
revenues in two areas of Iowa with and without the River closed. Two 
different types of simulated closings will also be analyzed for a com-
parison. One will simulate the expected closing of the Middle Upper 
Mississippi River, while the lower portions downriver from Iowa remain 
open. The second analysis will simulate the unexpected closing of the 
entire Upper Mississippi River system above St. Louis, which will include 
the Illinois River. These two analyses simulate different effects on the 
competition and supply of grain to different markets, and thus different 
price relationships at the various markets will result under each. 
By altering the flows of grain to market, the question of the 
capacity of the railroads to handle this extra amount of grain is raised 
(6, 14). Obviously, from Iowa, grain that once moved by barge, would 
have to move by other modes, much of it by rail to the Gulf export ports. 
Objectives 
1. To collect and analyze historic price data for various Iowa 
domestic and export grain markets . To compare the differences in the 
historic bases during different periods of the year, particularly when 
the Mississippi River is open versus when it is closed for the winter, 
to determine the probable impact on prices. 
2. Apply these historic grain price changes to a set of 1974 mar-
ket prices to simulate: (1) a closing of the Middle Upper Mississippi 
River due to an expected event, based on the winter freezings, and (2) 
a closing of the entire Upper Mississippi River due to an unexpected 
event, based on the flooding in the spring of 1973. 
5 
J. Use a transshipment model to estimate the impact of these price 
changes on net income to shippers in two districts in Iowa. The trans-
shipment model will also estimate the impact of these price changes on 
the marketing patterns. 
4. Determine if the time of the year that the River might close 
has a significant impact on the net revenue to a district. 
5. Determine how much impact a slight change in prices will affect 
the net revenue to a district. 
6 
CHAPTER II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The procedure used in this analysis is similar to one used in a 
recent branch rail line study done at Iowa State University (2). The 
branch line study was a benefit-cost analysis used to evaluate the 
economics of upgrading 71 branch lines in Iowa. These rail lines were 
those in poor condition with relatively low volume rail traffic. 
Benefits to grain shippers, fertilizer receivers, and shippers and 
recei vers of other products were es timated and annual upgrading and 
maintenance costs of upgrading each line were determined to obtain a 
benefit-cost ratio. Several rail rate and cost solutions were used in 
the branch line study to determine these benefit-cost ratios. 
The branch line study divided the state into eight districts to 
reduce the combinations evaluated by the computer. Wherever possible, 
these district boundaries were made to minimize the number of study lines 
contained in more than one district. Onl y two of these eight districts 
were chosen for evaluation in this study. The district boundaries of 
these two districts are presented in Map 1. 
District 2 was chosen because it is centered in the northern part 
of the state, and it has many multiple-car rail shippers already in 
existence. It is a l so far enough away from the Mississippi River that 
typically not much grain is shipped to the barge loading facilities. 
From Algona (a town almost centered in District 2) it is approximately 
160 miles to the barge loading facility at McGregor, and about 220 miles 
to the facility at Dubuque. 
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District 5 was chosen because it is close to local processors and 
to the barge loading points along the Mississippi River, and it has only 
a few multiple-car rail shippers already in existence. From Marshalltown 
(a town located almost on the western border of District 5) it is only 
about 115 miles to the facility at Clinton and about 145 miles to the 
barge loading facility at Davenport. Waterloo (a town located in the 
north central part of District 5) is only about 90 miles to the facility 
at Dubuque. 
A solution using a combination of single- and multiple- car rail 
rates was used for all analysis in this study. This rate solution was 
used because it represents the actual rate structure in effect from 
June 1974 to April 1975. The branch line study determined the rail 
lines with benefit-cost ratios greater than 1.0. If the benefit-cost 
ratio is greater than 1 . 0, then the annual benefits exceed the annual 
cost of upgrading that rail line. Using these results, this study 
applied these benefit-cost ratios to simulate an optimal rail upgrading 
pattern. Only those lines with benefit-cost ratios greater than 1.0 
and the non-study lines were included in this analysis . This gave 
an optimal solution from which to begin further analysis. The optimal 
upgraded rail structure used for Iowa, with Districts 2 and 5 designated, 
is presented in Map 2 . 
All facilities located on the dotted rail lines, with a benefit-
cost ratio less than 1.0, were treated as having no rail service, and 
alternate methods of transporting grain to market were employed. Those 
facilities located along the heavy-lined rail lines, with a benefit-cost 
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10 
ratio greater than 1.0, continued their access to rail service . In this 
study, these heavy- lined rail lines were assumed upgraded to 90-pound 
rail. All other lines were non-study lines and service was continued 
on these lines as well . This optimal rail structure for Districts 2 and 
5 is presented in Maps 3 and 4. 
Maps 3 and 4 also show the optimal number and location of subter-
minal sites in each district, as determined previously in the branch 
line study. Due to the nature of the "sunk costs" of existing elevators 
and subterminals, all existing facilities affect the optimal path of 
industry adjustment . Before any elevator will expand, their existing 
storage facilities will have to be used to capacity. In District 2 
there were already 20 existing 50-car rail shippers, or subterminals, 
and no more sites were deemed necessary . District 5 had three existing 
50-car rail shippers, and two 25-car shippers were assumed expanded into 
50- car shippers, to make a total of five subterminals in District 5. 
A two-stage Stollsteimer-type transshipment plant-location model 
was used to determine the optimal grain distribution system. The branch 
line study used this model to find the optimal grain movement and net 
revenue for each district, and to estimate the benefits to shippers and 
receivers from upgrading individual rail lines. The model specifications 
are presented in the appendix. 
The transshipment plant-location model and the method of solution 
are based on the following assumptions: the supply of grain at each 
origin is known for each quarter. Every grain producer has the option 
of shipping his known quarterly supply to either a country elevator or 
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13 
to a subterminal. The e l evator can store grain and then ship by truck 
to a subterminal or ship by truck, rail, truck-barge, or rail-barge to 
a final destination. "Final destinations" refer to either export markets 
or domes tic processing markets. Due to storage, loading and siding con-
straints, country elevators, even if they are located on heavy lines , 
cannot make shipments of more than 10 cars at any one time. Transpor-
tation r ates are known and vary over time and by commodity. 
The grain prices at all markets, net of transportation and variable 
handling costs, determine where an elevator or subterminal will ship 
their grain. A constraint was placed on the model requiring all Iowa 
corn and soybean pr ocessors to receive grain equal to a least 90 percent 
of their projected 1980 processing capacity . Quarterly demand prices 
are known and vary by commodity and over time for each market. 
These grain prices are the critical element in this study. If 
there were to be an expected or unexpected closing of any part of the 
Mississippi River, this would be reflected in the prices at the various 
markets. This study looks at prices for various situations, other than 
the normal winter closing, for when the Mississippi River is closed. 
Examples considered include, (1) c losing of the Upper Mississippi River 
due to flooding, with the lower portions remaining open ; and (2) Lock and 
Dam 26 being shut down for repairs, with the entire River system tempor-
arily s topped, including the Illinois River . These two different 
situations would cause different reactions in the prices at all markets . 
Thus by using different price r elationships among the markets, one can 
14 
simulate various effects of the Mississippi River, or any other effect 
that would alter the flows from Iowa to the markets. 
The objective function of the model is to maximize net revenue to 
grain shippers under the optimal upgraded rail pattern with all branch 
lines with benefit-cost ratios greater than 1.0 included in the analysis. 
Net revenue is the income received at final destination minus all 
handling costs other than previously "sunk costs" -- and all trans-
portation costs . This objective function was selected because it permits 
grain prices to determine flows and quantities at markets . This is 
consistent with the goal of farmers and shippers to sell at the markets 
with the highest net price. 
15 
CHAPTER III. THE DATA 
All cost data are in constant late-1974 price levels. The quanti-
ties of grain requiring transportation were projected to 1980. The 
amount of projected traffic is substantially larger than the 1972- 74 
levels. 
Grain Transportation and Distribution Data 
As stated in the branch line study, the data required to find the 
optimal grain distribution system include the following: 
1. The supply of grain requiring transportation at each 
origin for each quarterly time period . 
2 . The demand price at each final destination for each 
time period. 
3 . The estimated 1980 annual supply requirement for Iowa 
grain of each Iowa corn and soybean processor. 
4. Elevator capacities, locations, and grain handling 
costs for receiving, storage, and loading out the 
grain . 
5. The percent of total grain receipts and shipments at 
country elevators and subterminals by time periods. 
6. Grain transportation rates and costs from each origin 
to each destination by transportation mode. 
All the above data came from the same sources as the branch line 
study except for the second item, the grain prices. The grain prices 
were gathered for the same time period, but more frequently, and then 
adjustments were made to simulate the two different Mississippi River 
assumptions. 
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Following is a brief description of the data used from the branch 
line study. 
Supply of grain 
In this study, the amount of grain requiring transportation was 
defined as the amount of grain produced minus that amount consumed by 
livestock within a county. The 1980 grain supply was derived from a 
study which projected grain production by county, the amount of grain 
consumed by livestock by county, and the amount of grain requiring trans-
portation (3). 
Iowa processors ' 1980 demand 
A major assumption is that the 1980 demand requirements of Iowa 
corn and soybean processors must be met. Almost all soybean processors 
in the study areas get 100 percent of their grain requirements from Iowa 
soybeans, excep t Mason City, Sheldon, and Sioux City, which get some of 
their soybeans from surrounding states. Cedar Rapids is the only corn 
processor that is assumed to get 100 percent of their requirements from 
Iowa produced corn. The other processors along the Mississippi River get 
portions of their corn from bordering states. 
Elevator locations and capacities 
Locations were identified from the Farmers Grain Dealers Association 
of Iowa (Cooperative) and the Iowa Grain and Feed Association directo-
ries (8, 10). A questionnaire was mailed to each elevator asking about 
their storage capacity, their receiving and load out capacities, and 
their marketing patterns. 
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Grain receipts and shipments 
From the grain questionnaire the percent of grain received from 
farmers and shipped by elevators by months was obtained. These percent-
ages were weighted by the elevator's storage capacity. Table 2 presents 
the weighted percent of grain received from farmers by districts for 
each quarter. Table 3 presents the weighted percentage shipped by 
elevators by quarters (2 , p. 24). 
Table 2. Estimated percent of grain received from farms by Iowa 
country elevators for Districts 2 and 5, October 1, 1973 to 
September 30, 1974. 
District 
2 
5 
October-
December 
4 7 .o 
56.2 
January-
March 
19.4 
14.8 
April-
June 
(percent) 
15.4 
10.6 
July-
September 
18.2 
18.4 
Table 3. Estimated percent of grain shipped by Iowa country elevators 
to markets for Districts 2 and 5, October 1, 1973 to 
September 30, 1974. 
District 
2 
5 
October 
December 
25.6 
32.9 
January-
March 
24.9 
23.0 
April-
June 
(percent) 
25.4 
20.8 
July-
September 
24.1 
23.3 
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Grain handling cost 
Grain handling activities were divided into two areas: (1) receiv-
ing and load out, and (2) storage and drying. The costs of these activ-
ities varied by the type of elevator : (1) country elevators who are 
capable of shipping out by truck or no more than 10 rail cars at a time, 
to subterminals or final destinations, or (2) subterminal elevators who 
are capable of shipping by truck or multiple-car trains, to final desti-
nations. Grain shipped by barge usually is delivered to a river elevator 
by truck or rail and then transferred to the barge, thus incurring an 
additional handling cost . 
Grain handling investments already existing in late-1974 were con-
sidered to be " sunk" costs . That is, only the variable costs were 
charged for the operation of existing facilities . 
Studies which ignore facilities that exist at the begin-
ning of the planning horizon presuppose either costless 
mobility of resources or facilities that are completely 
divisible, requiring no initial set up costs. In the event 
that plant expansion is discontinuous or resources cannot 
be moved without cost, then such studies may bias the 
solution in favor of new facilities (2, p. 27) . 
Rail rates 
The rail rates used for each elevator were the actual X-Parte 305-A 
rate levels effective June 20, 1974 until April 27, 1975 . Rates from 
each elevator location to the markets were obtained from Farmers Grain 
Dealers Association of Iowa (Cooperative) and other grain companies. 
For this analysis, all elevators that were assumed to still have 
access to a rail line were given the option of using single-car rates. 
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Elevators located on the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad had available to 
them the 3-car rate to New Orleans. The 25- and 50-car rates to export 
markets at Chicago, New Orleans, and Houston were available to the pres-
ent and potential subterminal sites. 
Barge rates 
The barge rates used in this study were published by t he Waterway 
Freight Bureau for September 30, 1974 to March 1, 1975. Table 4 presents 
the published barge tariff rates for grain from the Iowa river points on 
the Mississippi River t o the New Orleans port area . 
Table 4 . Barge rates from Mississippi River locations to New Orleans 
ports in dollars per ton from September 30 , 1974 to 
March 1, 1975. 
Shipping Locations Barge Rate to New Orleans 
McGregor, Clayton , and Dubuque $5 . 56 
Clinton, Davenport, and Muscatine $4.93 
Meekers Landing, Burlington, and Montrose $4.70 
Barge operators can adjust their rates according to their supply 
and demand for barges , because grain hauled in bulk by water carriers is 
exempt from rate regulation under the Interstate Commerce Commission Act . 
Therefore, the actual r ates under which grain moves is a result of ship-
per and barge company negotiations. The negotiation rates are called 
"percent of tariff ." 
Data for the percent of tariff charge was gathered for January 1973 
to December 1974 from a medium-size and a large-size shipper on the 
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Upper Mississippi River. Executives of these two firms felt that this 
time period would represent future percents of tariff for similar medium 
to heavy export periods. These percents of tariff are presented in 
Table 5 (2, p. 33). 
Table 5. Typical negotiated, contract, and weighted average percent 
of barge tariffs on the Middle Upper Mississippi River from 
January 1973 to December 1974. 
Negotiated Contract Weighted 
Months Percent of Percent of Percent of 
Tariff Tariff Tariff 
January-March a 
April- June 125 100 118.75 
July-September 100 100 100. 00 
October-December 140 100 130. 00 
ainsignificant movement during the winter quarter. 
Grain trucking costs 
Since there are no rates for farmer-owned or elevator-owned vehicles, 
and the independent and private truckers have no uniform rates, estimated 
trucking costs were used (2, Appendix B). 
Farm tractor-wagon combinations, gooseneck trailers and single- axle 
trucks are assumed owned by farmers and used to haul grain to elevators 
from the farms. Costs were weighted by the actual proportions of grain 
hauled by each type of vehicle, which were obtained from examining scale 
tickets from a local cooperative elevator. 
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Tandem-axle and tractor-trailer combinations were assumed to haul 
grain from elevator to subterminals and markets. Through discussion with 
a manager of a local cooperative, it was decided that about 75 percent of 
the grain hauled from elevators to subterminals is in tandem trucks, and 
25 percent in tractor-trailer trucks. For hauling grain to markets, up 
to 200 miles one-way, the tractor-trailer truck is used 75 percent of the 
time , and tandem trucks 25 percent. These were the weights used for the 
elevator to subterminal, elevator to market, and subterminal to market 
cost movements . 
Prices and Price Adjustments 
Market prices 
Delivered prices for corn ~nd soybeans to various markets for 1969-
1976 were gathered from the Farmers Grain Dealers Association of Iowa 
(Cooperative) for all markets which were available, and from Continental 
Grain Company , Grain Processing Corporation, and Cargill , Inc. for select 
other markets . Prices were recorded for every Wednesday, whenever pos-
sible, for grain delivered within 10-30 days. 
Prices for April 1974 through March 1975 were averaged for each 
market to obtain quarterly prices . The quarters were: 
Quarter I October-December 
Quarter II January-March 
Quarter III April-June 
Quarter IV July-September 
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These price data correspond to the transportation rates and handling 
costs used in the branch line study . Quarterly prices used are presented 
in Tables 6 and 7. 
River market prices were gathered at Muscatine, Iowa. Davenport and 
Clinton prices were assumed the same as Muscatine because the barge 
rates, as previously shown, to the Gulf ports are the same from these 
three points. McGregor, Clayton, and Dubuque prices were reduced from 
the Muscatine bid by the difference in barge rates. St. Louis prices 
were derived from the Gulf bid minus the barge rate and handling costs. 
Des Moines (Avon) prices were derived from the price difference between 
the Gulf Export and Des Moines markets used in the branch line study; 
then that difference was applied to the new weekly set of Gulf Export 
prices to derive a price at Des .Moines under the revised set of prices. 
Fort Dodge prices were derived in this same manner using the price rela-
tionships at Belmond and Fort Dodge from the branch line study. Eagle 
Grove prices were assumed to be the same as Belmond due to their prox-
imity. 
A corn basis was computed for all price observations from January 
1969 through August 1976 for all markets, by using the nearby 
Chicago Board of Trade futures price minus the local price. 
Each year's observations were then weighted by the rail freight rate 
index for farm products, using April 1974 through March 1975 as the 
base period. The index used is presented in Table 8. This transpor-
tation index was used because it was assumed that most of the basis can 
be attributed to the transportation costs, and this was the most 
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comprehensive index available. In effect this eliminated transportation 
cost increases from the bases. 
Table 8. Rail freight rate index for farm products, 1969-1976, with 
a April 1974 through March 1975 equal to 1.000. 
Year Index 
1969 .665 
1970 .720 
1971 .803 
1972 . 820 
1973 .832 
1974 .965 
1975 1.096 
1976 1.195 
aFehd , Carolyn S., Introducing Price Indexes for Railroad Freight, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department of Labor. 
These bases we re then averaged over all years for each quarter, 
which results in one average weighted basis value for each market for 
each quarter. Two sets of weighted bases were computed; one for the 
period January 1969 through August 1976 and the second for July 1972 
through August 1976. It was decided to use the more recent, shorter time 
period for analysis because this period reflects the recent level of 
grain exports and corresponds to the production prediction assumptions 
for 1980 production used in the model (3). 
The same procedure was used to compute an average weighted soybean 
basis from all observations from July 1972 through July 1976 for all 
soybean markets. The actual average weighted bases for each market for 
26 
corn and soybeans are presented in Tables 9 and 10, for the markets for 
which actual data was collected. 
It was necessary to eliminate some observations from this analysis. 
During 1973 the soybean market was heavily influenced by many unusual 
events, and it was impossible to distinguish the causes of some abnormal 
price relationships. (For example, at times there were no limits on soy-
bean futures contracts. Also, export controls were implemented on soy-
beans during this period, and there were shortages of export port capa-
cities.) These unusual developments did not influence the corn market to 
the same degree, therefore only the two middle weeks of August 1973 were 
eliminated from the corn basis averages. There were also four weeks in 
mid-August through mid- September 1974 that were excluded from both corn 
and soybean analyses due to a longshoreman's strike at the Gulf ports. 
Price adjustment for two different solutions 
The second quarter, January through March, prices generally reflect 
the normal freezing of the Mississippi River. Therefore, any adjustments 
used to simulate a closing of the Mississippi River has to occur during 
any of the other three quarters. 
Two different solutions were desired to give a range of possible 
effects from segments of the Mississippi River being closed . Two differ-
ent procedures were used to adjust the average quarterly prices to reflect 
the new River assumptions. These adjustments were made by comparing those 
average weighted bases computed in Tables 9 and 10, for various time 
periods. 
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A comparison of these average weighted bases was used because the 
absolute price levels are not what is important to the country elevators 
when bidding for the farmers' grain. It is this difference between the 
country elevators bids and the Chicago futures prices that is relevant. 
The bases reflect the costs of getting the farmers' grain to the markets. 
The absolute price levels reflect the supply and demand conditions for 
the grains. Therefore, a change in transportation conditions should be 
reflected in the bases, as well as other handling and carrying costs. 
The first procedure compares the January-March average basis with 
the April-June average basis. This procedure reflects the difference in 
the Middle Upper Mississippi River being open and closed through a 
normal or expected closing such as the River freezing or predetermined 
necessary repairs on some Lock and Dam along the Iowa border. This pro-
cedure assumes the average weighted basis for January-March represents the 
price relationships when the River is frozen or closed, and the April-June 
average weighted basis represents price relationships when the River is 
open. 
The October-December quarter bases were not used for comparison 
because the bases are unusually high during this time period reflecting 
harvest time pressures. Similarly, the July-September quarter bases were 
not used because they fluctuate with the supply and demand situation and 
the anticipated harvest situation. Therefore using comparisons with 
either of these two quarters would add an unacceptable bias from factors 
other than the Mississippi River. For these reasons, the January-March 
and April-June quarters were chosen for comparison of their price 
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relationships. The difference between these two average weighted bases 
was applied to the average quarterly prices for each market, to reflect 
this River change. 
An example of this first procedure, which is referred to as the 
"Expected Middle Upper Mississippi Closed" solution, is as follows. From 
Table 9, the average weighted corn basis of the Gulf Export market for 
January- March is -10.3¢ and for April-June is -13.3¢, a difference of 
+3.0¢. Thus, when the River is assumed open and proceeds to close to 
barge traffic , the basis is increasing. By definition, when the basis 
increases, the Gulf Export price decreases relative to Chicago. So, this 
+3.0¢ is subtracted from the Gulf Export corn price for October- December 
(if this is the quarter assumed to be affected by the Mississippi River 
closing) of $3.6970 to make an adjusted quarterly price of $3.6670. This 
procedure was applied to all corn and soybean market prices, and is 
summarized below: 
Average Quarterly 
Price for Market X 
(Tables 6 and 7) 
Difference Between 
the January-March 
and April-June Aver-
age Weighted Basis 
for Market X 
(Tables 11 and 12) 
Average Quarterly Price 
for Market X Under the 
Expected Middle Upper 
Mississippi River Closed 
Solution 
Initially it was expected that Gulf corn and soybean prices should 
increase when grain movement is curtailed to any degree because one of the 
modes of transportation is halted. However, it is the relative prices 
that are the key. If Iowa river terminals cannot load grain onto barges, 
the nearby processors do not have to bid against them for the grain, and 
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1 
thus these processors can bid a few cents lower. Due to the competitive 
nature of the grain industry, other processors may decrease their bids 
slightly and eventually this may start affecting some of the other markets. 
This explains why the Gulf Export bid under the recomputed price relation-
ships changes very little, while closer markets decrease more. Relatively, 
the Gulf Export bid increases in an effort to attract the needed grain that 
was once supplied by Iowa and Illinois shippers by barge. 
The size of the area affected is also important in determining the 
price changes. When only the Middle Upper Mississippi River is affected, 
as in this first procedure, Gulf prices decrease more than if the entire 
Upper Mississippi River is closed, as the second procedure. This is pro-
bably realistic because the Illinois River would still be able to supply 
grain to the Gulf for export by barge if only the Middle Upper Mississippi 
is closed. When almost all barge traffic on the Upper Mississippi is 
assumed halted, price decreases are smaller than the first case because 
more of the supply is curtailed and it will take slightly higher prices to 
attract the needed grain. 
This second procedure, re f erred to as the "Unexpected Entire Upper 
Mississippi Closed" solution, reflects the situation where the entire 
Upper Mississippi above St. Louis is out for some unexpected reason. 
There are not many periods in which to observe prices for this case, but 
the Upper Mississippi system was closed for two months in the spring of 
1973 due to flooding. This was the longest period in which to observe 
1 
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prices during an unexpected close. To analyze this type of closing, the 
average weighted bases were computed for this time period. For the analy-
sis, this time period was substituted for the January- March quarter in the 
first procedure (simulating the River closed), and these new basis differ-
ences would be applied to the average quarterly prices . This procedure is 
summarized below: 
Average Quarterly 
Price for Market X 
(Tables 6 and 7) 
Difference Between 
the Spring 1973 and 
April - June Average 
Weighted Basis for 
Market X 
(Tables 11 and 12) 
= 
Average Quarterly Price 
For Market X Under the 
Unexpected Entire Upper 
Mississippi River Closed 
Solution 
Corn and soybean market price changes for both solutions are pre-
sented in Tables 11 and 12 . 
As previously mentioned, the soybean bases for the spring of 1973 
were so erratic due to several factors, that this procedure could only be 
applied to the corn prices. To estimate the soybean bases for this time 
period, the com- soybean bases relationships of 1972-1976 were applied to 
the Spring 1973 corn bases. For example: if the 1972-1976 average corn 
basis for January- March at Cedar Rapids was 2.0¢ less than the 1972-1976 
average soybean basis, then this 2.0¢ would be added to the Spring 1973 
average corn basis for Cedar Rapids, to get the Spring 1973 average soybean 
basis at Cedar Rapids . 
There are only a few exceptions to these procedures described above. 
The Chicago Export prices were adjusted by the October-December versus 
January-March difference, instead of the January-March and April-June 
36b 
difference as other markets, because the Mississippi River being out would 
put pressure on the Chicago Export market that would resemble harvest 
season pressures. St. Louis prices remained unchanged through both pro-
cedures because that market is below all the locks and dams. Also, freez-
i ng rarely occurs from St. Louis south, and due to this stability, the 
barge rates don't fluctuate as much as at ports upriver. 
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CHAPTER IV . RESULTS 
The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of the 
Mississippi River closing on the net revenue to Iowa grain shippers 
during the different quarters of the year. For such an analysis it was 
necessary to evaluate grain market price relationships for periods when 
the River was closed. Using a set of prices which simulates the River 
being closed, the optimal computer solution then identifies the "best" 
system of transporting grain, given the specified rail lines that were 
assumed to be upgraded. 
Assumptions 
There are several assumptions that have been made and should be 
suunnarized before results are analyzed: 
(1) Farmers and shippers will deliver their grain to markets where 
they will get the highest net price. This is fairly consistent with 
everyday marketing decisions, except where a farmer is loyal to a 
specific elevator, for example. 
(2) Grain production and exports will continue to increase in the 
future . 
(3) All Iowa corn and soybean processors will require enough corn 
or soybeans to equal at least 90 percent of their projected 1980 annual 
processing capacity. 
(4) Only the rail lines with benefit-cost ratios greater than 1.0 
were assumed to be upgraded. 
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Presentation of Results Tables 
In both of the analyses, the Mississippi River is assumed to be 
temporarily closed, expectedly or unexpectedly, for a short period of 
time -- three months. The computer solutions give new marketing patterns 
and the resulting net revenues for each quarter, or three months, that 
the River is assumed to be unaccessible from Iowa points. 
In the computer model, each quarter is independent of what happens 
in all other quarters. There is no adjustment in the amount of grain 
marketed because the prices are low due to the River being closed. This 
analysis can really only analyze the results of the River closing for 
about three months, since this is the length of time on which the price 
changes were based. The results are presented in the following tables 
as if the Mississippi River were closed for all four quarters, however 
this is for simplicity of presentation, and really only one quarter at a 
time i s being analyzed, Tables 13 through 16 present the quarterly data 
for all three solutions for each district for corn and soybeans . 
The net revenue for grain is the market price times the projected 
1980 volume, minus all transportation, variable storage, handling, and 
drying costs. Product flows to market are optimized to maximize the net 
revenue to a district for that quarter. When the grain is forced to move 
to other markets, or to Gulf ports through other modes than by barge, 
the cost of transportation increases over the "best" solution when the 
River is accessible. Since most all corn and soybean market prices 
decreased under these two analyses when the Mississippi River was closed 
39 
to Iowa grain (see Tables 11 and 12), the final results were that the net 
revenue to grain shippers decreased for any quarter the River was closed. 
Quarterly data for all three solutions -- Normal Mississippi River, 
Expected Middle Upper Mississippi Closed, and Unexpected Entire Upper 
Mississippi Closed -- are presented together for easier comparison. The 
"Normal Mississippi River" presents comparable results as the branch line 
study, except using a different set of prices, to have a control on which 
to base the other solutions with the River closed. The "Expected Middle 
Upper Mississippi Closed" solution assumes the River is closed all along 
the Iowa border due to something expected as freezing or predetermined 
lock and dam repairs. This solution assumes that further downstream is 
still open, particularly that the Illinois River movement continues. The 
"Unexpected Entire Upper Mississippi Closed" solution assumes the River 
is out all the way down to at least St. Louis, due to an unexpected event 
as flooding or a malfunction of a set o~ lower locks and dams . 
When the Mississippi River is assumed to be closed, the number of 
available marketing modes decreases. But even when the River is opera-
ting, many of the other markets are really not competitive in Districts 2 
and 5. From both of these districts, the Kansas City and Omaha markets 
are not strong enough to draw grain from these areas -- the transporta-
tion rates are too high relative to the market prices. The Chicago 
Export market for corn is relatively limited in capacity, so it usually 
only draws grain from a smaller geographical area, which does not include 
either of these districts in Iowa. Trucking costs to St. Louis, 
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considered for the closer District 5, were too high to draw grain, even 
when the percents of barge tariff were at 100 percent. 
Much of Iowa's grain is drawn to the Port of New Orleans area for 
export. All rail- barge and truck-barge movement through Iowa river 
t erminals moves to the Gulf ports for export, and a large amount is 
delivered by rail. 
In all of the results tables, the net revenue changes are computed 
from the "Normal Mississippi River" solution to the solution when the 
River is closed. Thus, the two different River closed solutions are 
being compared to the same base. The revenue change per bushel is com-
puted from the bushels that quarter , not for the yearly volume . 
District Comparisons 
Districts 2 and 5 were chosen for analysis becuase of their differ-
ences. The reasons behind the normal or "traditional" marketing patterns 
of each of these districts need to be comprehended before the changes 
due to River closings can be understood . 
Both areas are strongly influenced by the demand requirements of 
the local soybean processors. About 50 percent of the soybeans grown in 
District 5 are needed to meet processor demands. Over 60 percent of the 
soybeans produced in District 2 are shipped to local processors. This is 
an actual requirement, as well as a requirement forced into the computer 
model. Local processors buy enough grain to fulfill their supply 
requirements and will bid for soybeans accordingly . District 5 also has 
corn processors in a town just outside the district which require less 
than 33 percent of the corn grown in the district. District 2 has no 
corn processor requiring grain. 
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Both districts move some grain to the Mississippi River for barge 
loading, but District 5 uses the river transportation for a larger per-
centage of its grain movement. There are only about 5 multiple-car rail 
shippers in District 5, while District 2 has over 20. The number of sub-
terminals in each district is probably explained by the fact that District 
2 has about twice the volume of corn and soybeans t o move out of the area 
as does District 5. Also rail shipments gain more of an advantage over 
barge movement the further away from the River one moves (5) . 
Corn is the most important agricultural export product in Iowa. As 
previously mentioned, the Chicago Export corn market is limited in capac-
ity, and the price structure limits Iowa grain from moving there . A 
large portion of Iowa ' s soybeans are processed in Iowa , therefore other 
producing areas are more impor tant suppliers of soybeans for export . 
Although Iowa does export a large quantity of soybeans, the percent of 
the total crop exported is smaller than the percent of corn exported . 
For this reason, the River and multiple-car rail rates have less effect 
on soybeans than on corn. 
For these reasons, the more multiple-car rail shippers in a district , 
the more grain one would expect to move to the Gulf ports by rail. The 
following table compares the modes of corn Gulf Export movement by 
districts. 
The results in Table 17 probably show more barge movement from 
District 2 during April- June and July-September than has been occurring. 
This is caused by the pricing structure during this time period . But, 
these are 1980 volumes and if the basic production projections are near 
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Table 17. Estimated 1980 volumes of corn moved to the Gulf for export 
by rail and barge for Districts 2 and 5, for the Normal 
Mississippi River, Expected Middle Upper Mississippi Closed , 
and Unexpected Entire Upper Mississippi Closed solutions. 
District 2 District 5 
rail barge rail barge 
(thousands of bushels) 
October-December 
Normal. . . 29,404 364 15,211 261 
Expected • . . 31,034 0 16,592 0 
Unexpected. 30,494 0 16,262 0 
Januarl'.-March 
All the same 26,946 0 8,558 0 
Aeril-June 
Normal. 5,508 16,744 239 8,187 
Expected. . . 27,987 0 8,293 0 
Unexpected. 27,437 0 7,025 0 
Jul}'.:-SeEtember 
Normal. . . 6,799 11,625 0 3,043 
Expected. . . 26,078 0 8,638 0 
Unexpected. 25,695 0 2,737 0 
correct, the grain industry will probably adjust by increasing rail and/ 
or barge capacities to handle any increases . Also, the railroad struc-
ture assumed for this study is not what is available in 1977. This means 
that some elevators that were shipping out small quantities of rail cars 
to the Gulf in the early 1970 ' s, are assumed to have changed to trucking 
to subterminals or even to the River, particularly in the marginal areas 
of District 2. 
Table 17 shows that during October-December, when barge tariffs are 
assumed to be at 130 percent, both districts ship heavily by rail, but 
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District 5 does ship a larger percentage of its corn by barge. During 
January-March there is no barge movement because the River is assumed 
frozen closed. During April-June there is heavy barge movement, but again 
District 5 ships the larger percentage. The July-September quarter has 
less total export volume from both districts, but District 5 ships all 
of its corn by barge, while Distirct 2 has shipments by both rail and 
barge even when the percent of tariff is assumed to be at 100 percent. 
It is generally assumed, that prices bid to farmers by country ele-
vators in North Central Iowa, District 2 included, are lower than those 
bid by country elevators in Southeast Iowa, part of District 5 included. 
This difference is attributed to the influence of the cheaper barge trans-
portation available to eastern Iowa. One study concludes that the price 
paid to farmers in Southeast Iowa for corn is as much as 10¢ per bushel 
higher than prices paid to farmers in Southwest Iowa, due to the differ-
ence in rail rates versus truck-barge rates to the New Orleans area (4). 
However, at times when the Mississippi River is closed, other than 
the normal winter freezing, North Central Iowa corn bids can be higher 
than the bids in Southeast Iowa, due to the shift in advantage to the 
multiple-car rail rates. When transportation costs increase for shippers 
in Southeast Iowa, the bids to farmers decrease. The cold weather and 
low water levels created such a situation in January 1977. During most 
"normal" winters, a few barges still move from southern Iowa barge points, 
and the Illinois River grain movement is rarely affected, but there were 
very few barges being delivered during January 1977, so rail delivery was 
at a premium. Table 18 presents once a month daily average corn and 
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soybean prices bid by country elevators in both districts for August 1976 
through April 1977. 
Table 18. Average daily corn and soybean prices bid by country elevators 
in North Central and Southeast Iowa, August 1976 through 
a April 1977; once a month bids in dollars per bushel. 
Date Corn soibeans 
(dollars per bushel) 
August 13, 1976 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA $2.598 $6 .155 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.642 6.226 
September 15, 1976 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2 . 566 6.378 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.576 6.452 
October 15, 1976 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2.221 5 .704 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.257 5.790 
November 15, 1976 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 1.990 5.958 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 1.983 5.988 
December 15, 1976 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2.199 6.525 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.251 6.533 
January 14, 1977 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2.335 6 . 722 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2 .304 6.755 
February 2, 1977 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2. 310 6.863 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.305 6.860 
March 15, 1977 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2.253 7.846 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2.346 7.986 
April 14, 1977 
NORTH CENTRAL IOWA 2. 277 9.099 
SOUTHEAST IOWA 2 . 351 9.244 
a 
Grain Market News, Iowa Department of Agriculture. 
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The August through December corn price relationships show the South-
east bids to be l-5c per bushel higher than the North Central bids. How-
ever, the average January 14, 1977 bids in North Central Iowa were Jc per 
bushel higher than the Southeast average bids, which reflects the disad-
vantage put on Southeast Iowa by the increased transportation costs when 
the River is unaccessible. Compared to a more normal year of 1976, when 
the January 15, 1976 corn bids in the Southeast were averaged at $2 .426 
and the North Central bids were averaged at $2.J90 -- the Southeast bids 
were still over Jc per bushel higher than the North Central bids --
implying that it takes more than the normal winter freezing of the Missis-
ippi River to change these regional price relationships. The February 2, 
1977 bids show that this inverted r elationship between the North Central 
region and the Southeast region had eased, and soon after returned to the 
more traditional relationship, as shown by the March 15, 1977 average bids. 
The soybean prices were not affected as much as the corn prices, 
although it appears that the gap narrowed between districts, and in all 
but the February 2, 1977 bids, the Southeast was still bidding slightly 
higher for soybeans. This may be explained by the relative tight supply of 
soybeans versus large corn supplies during this time, and also farmers' 
willingness to store soybeans while prices are rising . 
Similar conclusions can be dr awn from this study. The " change in 
net revenue per bushel," from Tables 13 through 16, can reflect the 
changes in country elevator bids to farmers . The changes in net corn 
revenue per bushel, under the "Expected Middle Upper Mississippi Closed" 
solution, with District 2 compared to District 5, are as follows: 
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Quarter District 2 District 5 
October-December -$.0310/bu. -$.0473/bu. 
April-June -$ . 0470/bu. -$.0745/bu. 
July-September -$.0448/bu. -$.0730/bu. 
These results imply that for all quarters, corn bids in both dis-
tricts would decrease, but country elevator bids in District 5 would 
decrease l.Sc to 2.5c per bushel more than bids in District 2. This 
change is caused by the increased cost of transportation to market. When 
the River is unaccessible, it has a greater impac t on prices bid to 
farmers in a district that uses the River more, thus the advantage 
District 5 had from the available cheaper barge traffic is lost . So 
when comparing the difference between prices bid to farmers by country 
e l evators , District 2 bids approach the bids in District 5, under these 
assumed River conditions . In fact, District 2 could have higher bids, 
because the previous table shows that District 5 bids were usually higher 
by a range of only l-5c per bushel. 
In this study, no price differences were assumed to exist between 
the New Orleans area and Houston area Gulf export corn bids . At the 
Houston ports, wheat and milo are the principle export c r ops, but these 
ports do handle corn during the peak of the corn harvest season. For at 
least the first half of the corn marketing year , October-March, the 
average Houston corn bids have been about 3C per bushel higher than the 
New Orleans corn bids, with a range of 0-lOC per bushel difference. 1 
1 
Private conversation with an executive of a grain marketing firm. 
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If this difference were taken into account, both districts' net revenues, 
under all solutions, would be higher, but the net revenue for District 2 
would increase more due to the larger quantities of grain shipped by 
multiple-car rail to the Gulf export markets, thus giving District 2 a 
gr ea ter advantage over District 5 than shown in the results presented 
here. If the solutions were rerun using price and transportation cost 
differentiations between the two Gulf areas, the effects on net revenue 
could be seen. However, a study would be needed to determine what 
effects the Mississippi River being open and closed have on these price 
differences before any conclusive results could be justified. 
Even in the results of this study, soybeans are not as patterned as 
corn. This is somewhat attributed to the strong influence of the 
processors in both districts. Changes in net revenue per bushel, under 
the "Expected Middle Upper Mississippi Closed" solution, with District 2 
compared to District 5 soybeans, are as follows: 
Quarter District 2 District 5 
October-December -$.0190/bu. -$.0170/bu. 
April-June -$.0190/bu. -$ . 0354/bu . 
July-September -$.0577/bu. - $.0442/bu . 
During April-June, the soybean relationship is similar to the corn 
price relationship for that quarter -- District 5 loses its advantage 
over District 2. During the harvest quarter, October-December, both 
districts' bids to farmers by country elevators decrease about the same. 
During the July-September quarter the country elevator bids again 
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decrease, but this time District 2 decreases slightly more than 
District 5. 
Corn and soybean net revenue results under the "Unexpected Entire 
Upper Mississippi Closed" solution seem to fluctuate outside of this 
pattern. When considering the difference in circumstances, this outcome 
seems reasonable. Prices for this analysis were availabl e for only a 
short time period, and these prices probably reflect the indecision that 
markets had as to when the River would again be navigable. Even when the 
River closes, barge points bid for grain until their storage is full, so 
they will be ready to load grain as soon as possible. The 1973 flood, 
from which these prices were gathered, happened quickly; the January 1977 
low water levels and winter freezing happened gradually and it could be 
predicted that it would take some time for the Mississippi River to 
recover. Due to this somewhat foreseeable situation, these January 1977 
conditions are probably more comparable to the "Expected Middle Upper 
Mississippi Closed" solution, while the "Unexpected Entire Upper 
Mississippi Closed" solution reflects the wilder price fluctuations 
between markets that could occur under a very sudden change in conditions. 
Quarter Effects 
To make further comparisons, it should be exemplified how to use 
these results to interpret the effect of the Mississippi River closing 
for one quarter on the whole marketing year. Table 19 was compiled from 
Tables 14 and 16 to show what one year ' s results would be if the River 
was assumed closed during April-June under the "Expected Middle Upper 
Mississippi Closed" solution . In the example table, the results for 
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the October-December , January-March , and July-September quarters were 
obtained from the "Normal Mississippi River" solution, when the River 
functions as normal, remembering that it is always frozen closed along 
Iowa during January-March. Results for April- June, under the "Expected 
Middle Upper Mississippi Closed" solution, are put in for the April- June 
quarter, when the River is assumed to be closed along Iowa . There is a 
rather substantial effect on this quarter ' s net revenue for both corn 
and soybeans, but when this is spread over the entire year, the effect 
is rather small . The smallest volume of corn and soybeans are shipped 
during April- June, which also minimizes the effect it has on the entire 
year ' s revenue. 
These solutions assume the amount of corn and soybeans marketed 
every quarter r emai ns constant regardless of the River si t ua t ion . This 
would probably not be true if the River was closed and pr ices started 
decreasing. Undoub t edly, some of the volume would be held in antici-
pation of the River reopening and prices increasing . In a model such as 
this, where volumes and prices are known, it is almost possible to pre-
dict the effects of holding grain until the next quarter . If the quarter 
in which the River is assumed to be closed has a lower price level than 
the next quarter, it would have a desirable effect on net revenue. Of 
course, in the real world , prices are not known in advance , and even if 
prices are suppressed for one reason, there may be other reasons that 
keep prices low. 
Keeping in mind that the results on net revenue can almost be 
predicted, Table 20 is an example where the River is closed during April-
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June under the "Expected Middl e Upper Mississippi Closed" solution with 
SO percent of the corn volume from this qua rter held over to be marketed 
in July-September . (Fifty percent is an arbit r ary figure , but it is 
consis tent with marketing logic.) The results are as predicted . Us ing 
the same price sets , where the level of prices for April-June are much 
lower than the level fo r July-Sep t ember , more revenue is gained by 
pos t poning the selling of some of the grain to when the River opens . 
This is j ust because there is more gr ain being sold at a higher price. 
However , if prices were lower in the July-September quarter, just as 
much revenue would have been lost. 
Impact of Market Price Changes 
Given the model used, the onl y way to test what effect a slight 
cha nge in r elative market prices would have on ne t income, is to obtain 
a new se t of prices and rerun the solutions . If this were a linear 
prograUlllling model , a range analysis would give the amount of change of 
any one market price necessary to al t e r the solution, given all other 
prices constant . However, when dealing with grain prices, there would 
probably be few instances when a s upply or demand change or a transpor-
tation s urplus or shortage would affect only one marke t and not others , 
so this analysis would be of little use, even i f it were available. 
It is already fai rly understood that a slight change in r elative 
market prices can drastically change the marke t f lows, but does it change 
the net income very much? Since the original objective was to l ook at 
the impact of the Mississippi River, it was decided t o obtain j ust a new 
set of river market prices , and leave the other markets unchanged . Since 
61 
very few soybeans moved to the river under the original set of prices, 
it was decided to test this hypothesis with the corn prices. The orig-
inal set of river prices were based on actual price data gathered at 
Muscatine. To obtain a new set of prices, river market prices were re-
computed based on the Gulf Export bids. 
As explained previously, it was assumed that all Iowa facilities 
loading barges for export downriver will bid the same price minus the 
difference in the barge transportation cost. Therefore, since this new 
set of river prices is merely derived from a new base price, all relative 
river market prices remain the same, but change relative to all other 
markets. This set of Gulf-based river prices changes all rail-barge and 
truck-barge market prices by the same amount for each quarter. These 
quarter changes are as follows: 
Quarter 
October-December 
April-June 
July-September 
Price Change per Bushel 
-$.0098 
-$.0593 
-$.0244 
The results derived from this new set of relative market prices 
show a drastic change in market flows from both districts. However, this 
does not cause a drastic change in net income. By the rerouting of grain 
to the alternate markets, the net income loss is minimized. Tables 21 
and 22 present the market flows and net revenues for Districts 2 and 5 
by quarters, using the Gulf-based river prices. It should be noted that 
these results only altered the market flows and net revenues under the 
"Normal Mississippi River" solution, since the River is closed under the 
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other two solutions. However, the "change in net revenue due to the River 
out" and the "change per bushel" will change under the other two solu-
tions. 
67 
CHAPTER V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The Problem 
All grain marketing areas have rather traditional marketing patterns 
over the span of a marketing year which are determined by the area's 
location relative to the rivers, the number of multiple-car rail shippers 
in the area, and the area ' s location relative to the markets and proces-
sors . Changes from these patterns occur slowly as more multliple- car 
rail shippers are established or more multiple- car rail rates are offered. 
Some temporary deviations occur as a particular market's prices become 
relatively more attractive for awhile to draw grain to meet commitments 
or barge tariffs decrease due to a slow down in traffic. 
There are also situations which occur that shock the marketing 
system into making rather severe changes from these traditional movements . 
When dealing with areas in Iowa, the availability of the Mississippi River 
is one of these situations. There are several ways the River can be 
affected. There can be an expected or unexpected closing of any segment 
of the River system -- the River can freeze or flood, there can be a 
midstream accident or damage to a set of locks and dam which halts 
traffic . Two possible situations which could occur are analyzed in this 
study : an expected closing of the Middle Upper Mississippi River (at 
least along Iowa), and an unexpected closing of the entire Upper 
Mississippi River (everything above St. Louis). 
These different types of closings of the Mississippi River will 
affect various areas of Iowa differently. In this study, two regions of 
68 
Iowa were chosen for comparison because of their diss imilarities . One 
region is close to the easter n Iowa border with several pr ocessors 
nearby, and few multiple-car rail shippers. The other region is in the 
north-central part of t he state, further away from t he River, and has 
many multiple- car rail shippers . 
The net revenue to grain shippers in a region is a good measure of 
the effects of the Mississippi River closing, along with the actual mar-
ket flows. The net revenues and market flows were det ermined by using 
a two-stage Stollsteimer -type transshipment plant- location model, as 
used in the branch line study . However, for such an analysis , the market 
prices are a critical elemen t -- how do prices change t o r eflect these 
situations? Historical data for any lengthy period is scarce, except 
for the traditional yearly closing of the Middle Upper Mississippi River 
due to freezing from mid-December to mid-March . The average prices from 
1972-1976 for this winter period, corrected for transportation rate 
increases, were used to represent the "Expected Middle Upper Mississippi 
Closing . " Prices gathered during the flooding in the spring of 1973 were 
averaged and used to simulate price relationships for the "Unexpected 
Entire Upper Mississippi Closing . " 
Summary and Conclusions 
Analyzing a closing of the Mississippi River indicates there are 
changes occurring from the "optimal" market flows . Therefore, the two 
situations analyzed are compared to the district's "traditional" market-
ing patterns, or an estimate of the flows and revenues when the River is 
fully accessible . This base solution is called "Normal Mississippi 
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River" and is similar to the results in the branch line study, but uses 
a different set of market prices. 
In an area, such as District 2, where there are many multiple-car 
rail shippers that usually ship large volumes to the Gulf for export, 
the flows are only altered a small amount when the River closes, under 
either of the solutions. This happens because shippers in this region 
traditionally do not rely heavily on the River at any time. Therefore, 
in District 2 results, the transporations costs did not increase greatly 
because only a small amount of the grain was changing market destina-
tions, and thus the loss of net revenue was due mostly to the decreasing 
prices. 
In an area with few multiple-car shippers, as District 5, an inter-
ruption of the River transportation causes a substantial increase in the 
transportation costs because more flows are altered and single-car rail 
rates are predominant. Net revenue decreases due to increased costs and 
decreased market prices. 
As previously explained, most of the time, prices offered to farmers 
in District 5, or eastern Iowa in general, are higher than prices offered 
to farmers further west, as District 2, because the cheaper barge trans-
portation gives Eastern Iowa shippers an advantage, and some of this is 
passed on to the farmers. Therefore, one would expect that when the 
River is closed, the difference between the country elevator prices paid 
to farmers in District 2 compared to District 5, gets smaller or even 
completely changes to give District 2 a slight advantage . 
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The corn results under the "Expected Middle Upper Mississippi 
Closed" solution illistrate these regional price differences; and how, 
under these River assumptions, District 2 can gain on the District 5 
advantage. During the October-December quarter, the "change per bushel, " 
or change in country elevator bids to farmers, for District 2 was -$.0310 
per bushel and for District 5 was -$.0473 per bushel . Therefore, 
District 2 bids gained +$.0163 per bushel on the bids in District 5. 
During the April-June quarter District 2 bids gained +$.0275, and during 
July-September gained +$.0282 on the District 5 bids. These results 
indicate that District 2 country elevator bids would get closer to those 
in District 5, or may even become higher when the River is expectedly 
closed, because the usual difference is only 1-5¢ per bushel when the 
River is open . 
The District 2 gain is great er each quarter into the marketing 
year. This is a result of the assumed barge tariffs. Under the "Normal 
Mississippi River" the barge tariffs become cheaper during April-June, 
and even cheaper during July-September. When the River closes, District 
5, which uses the River more frequently, incurs a very high increase in 
transportation costs, with the highest increase during July-September 
when the barge tariffs are assumed to be at the minimum. 
Country elevator bids in District 2 would probably also have more of 
an advantage over those in District 5 if Houston had been treated as a 
separate market, bidding about 3¢ over the New Orleans area during the 
harvest quarter. However, a separate study would be needed to determine 
when and how much the difference between these markets actually is. 
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Soybean revenue results are not clearcut due to the strong influence 
of the local processors in both dis tricts. For the time period used in 
this study, during some quarters the processors in District 2 must have 
been bidding slightly higher to fill their demands, and other quarters 
the processors in District S were bidding higher to meet their capacity 
demands. If the export markets were dominating most of the demand for 
Iowa soybeans , one might expect similar results as corn . 
It is very difficult to determine if any one quarter is affected 
more than another under either of the solutions. As previously mentioned, 
the assumed decreasing barge tariffs over the year have an impact on the 
differences between the districts . And of course, if the River was dis-
turbed during the harvest quarter, the largest quantity of corn and 
soybeans would be affected, and probably cause the greatest disturbance 
in the entire marketing system, but the price levels are the major deter-
minate of net revenues. This study did not reflect these possible mar-
ket disturbances because it did not all ow for storage from one quarter 
to the next in case the River was closed . However, it can be assumed 
that any planned closing of the Mississippi River would not be scheduled 
for the harvest quarter due to the large quantities moving at this time 
of the year . 
Market prices are the key to any analysis of the River closing. 
Market prices determine the market flows and net revenues to a district. 
A change in any of the relative market prices can change the results. 
The two price sets used in this study reflect two different kinds of 
closing of the Upper Mississippi River. During January 1977, the 
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Mississippi River was low, due to the dry summer and fall conditions, 
and frozen, due to the unusually cold winter, further south than had 
happened for many years. This caused market price relationships to 
actually change differently than either of the price assumptions used 
in this study. On January 20, 1977, rail corn to the Gulf for export was 
trading $ . 28 per bushel over the Chicago March futures, which was some 
$.10 to $. 15 per bushel higher than the usual basis . Probably many 
factors caused these price changes. First of all, the River froze so far 
south that the Missouri and Ohio Rivers were cut off, and had practically 
cut off the supply of corn by barge to the Gulf ports . Soybeans did not 
react as drastically, because production is spread further through the 
South, so the supply was not cut by the same proportions. This would 
indicate that the River ' s effects on prices are related to the amount of 
supply that is cut off by barge -- or how much of the Mississippi River 
system is affected. Secondly, the dry conditions have affected some of 
the barge movement since harvest. This put more pressure on the Gulf 
Export prices, than if there had been a "normal" flow all throughout 
the fall . 
Areas of Further Study 
Over the past five years, or since the grain and soybean exports 
have been fairly high, around 85 percent of the corn and soybeans have 
been delivered to Gulf export ports by barge (15) . When some of this 
barge movement is constricted, the demand for grain for export still 
exists . This causes most of the grain to be shifted to rail for 
delivery. 
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More multiple-car rail shippers are being established in the Midwest 
to take advantage of the increasing number of multiple-car rates being 
offered, while the number and size of barges are increasing. Both modes 
of transportation have been making advances to help meet export demands . 
Export elevators at the mouth of the Mississippi River, as well as the 
Western Gulf ports, have been increasing their capacities. The capacities 
of these elevators would be useful to determine just how much grain can 
be delivered by either mode of transportation at any one time. If the 
quantity of grain projected to be delivered to the Gulf export ports is 
actually higher than their capacities can handle, it may be expected that 
the prices bid may actually fall as a result. 
As already shown, in some areas the barge movement has a distinct 
advantage while in other areas the rail movement has an advantage, and 
under the current structure both are needed to handle the total volume. 
There have been times when there has been a rail car shortage or a barge 
shortage due to weather or mere volumes. Research should be done to deter-
mine approximately the capacities of these two modes to handle grain. If 
a limit could be determined for barge and rail handling capacity, then 
it could be determined if the projected quantities can feasibly be deliv-
ered. Research is also needed to determine whether there are actual dif-
ferences between grain delivered by rail and barge at the New Orleans port 
areas. And if there are differences, how large are these differences in 
bids, and what are the circumstances that create these differences. 
These grain price differences also raise the question of the differ-
ence between corn bids at the New Orleans area ports and the Houston area 
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ports. A price study looking at the corn bids at both market areas over 
a significant time period would be valuable. It would also be necessary 
to determine just when the Houston ports are actually bidding for grain. 
Since the Houston area primarily handles wheat and milo, it is expected 
that during wheat and milo harvest seasons, no corn is being accepted. 
If the Houston bid is higher than New Orleans bids, then the net revenue 
results for District 2 would probably be higher than this study shows, 
because District 2 ships large quantities of multiple-cars to Houston 
ports. 
If another similar study were to be done, it would be necessary to 
study the amount of storage costs reflected in the basis. In this study 
only the increasing transportation costs were accounted for. It is 
assumed that over a marketing year the basis narrows, reflecting increasing 
costs of storage to the country elevators who are holding grain for later 
delivery . When using the procedure used in this study, the cost of storage 
reflected in the quarterly basis differences has not been accounted for. 
Therefore, if this amount were determined, it would probably show that 
the quarterly average prices used here are adjusted by slightly more than 
if the storage costs were considered, thus resulting in higher net revenues 
to both districts when the River is closed. Therefore , the net revenues 
when the River is closed probably overst a t e the value of the River 
by the amount that storage is actually in the basis. 
Another extention of this study would be to take the assumptions of 
the two diffe rent solutions used here, and continue the anal ysis of what 
e ffects the extent of the Mississippi River closing has on net revenues 
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to Iowa grain shippers. This study only looked at the Upper Mississippi 
River closing. Prices gathered for December 1976 through March 1977 
might be able to be used to simulate the Ohio and Missouri Rivers being 
closed as well as the Upper Mississippi River . 
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APPENDIX: GRAIN MODEL 
The nature and scope of the grain distribution system in Iowa where 
economies of large-size grain shipments exist suggests a method of analysis 
based on a transshipment plant-location model. Transshipment plant-loca-
tion models are used to determine the optimal structure of an industry when 
transportation costs are incurred from origin to plant and from plant to 
destination. 
Stollsteimer developed a plant-location model to determine the opti-
mal number, size, and location of plants when either transport costs from 
origins to plants or transport costs from plants to destinations are 
relevant (13). An extension of the Stollsteimer model incorporating both 
the transport cost from origins to plants and plants to destinations was 
developed by Ladd and Lifferth (11). The model used in the present study 
is a variation of the Ladd and Lifferth model and incorporates volume 
constraints on destinations . 
Assumptions 
The following is a description of the grain production and marketing 
system which is the basis for the specification of the transshipment 
plant-location model used in the analysis of alternative grain distribu-
tion systems. The quarterly supply of corn and soybeans at each origin is 
known. Each grain producer in each district has the option of shipping his 
grain to either a country elevator or to a subterminal elevator . A country 
elevator stores and ships grain to a subterminal elevator and/or a final 
destination. A subterm.inal can store and ship to a final destination. 
"Final destinations" include export ports and/or domestic processing 
markets. 
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Grain producers use various sizes of tractor-wagon combinations and 
trucks to transport grain to country elevators and subterminals . A 
country elevator may transport grain to a subterminal by truck or to a 
final destination by truck, rail, rail-barge, or truck-barge . Country 
elevators cannot utilize multiple-car rail shipments in excess of ten 
cars because of rail or elevator load-out capacity constraints. Grain 
received by subterminals may be shipped to final destination in multiple-
car rail shipments, truck, rail-barge, or truck-barge . Multiple-car rail 
shipments from subterminals can be 25 cars or more. 
Quarterly demand prices for grain at each destination are known and 
vary by time and commodity . Per unit transportation costs are known and 
also vary by commodity and time . Variable handling costs vary by com-
modity, time, and mode of shipment. The quarterly grain prices, net of 
transportation, and variable handling costs determine where a country 
elevator or subterminal will ship the grain . 
Some grain distribution facilities, including elevators, subter-
minals, and rail lines, exist at the beginning of the planning horizon 
January 1, 1975. Existing country elevators will continue in use and may 
be expanded into subterminals. Some new subterminals may be constructed . 
Facilities that exist at the beginning of the planning horizon 
affect the optimal path of industry adjustment, due to the nature of their 
"sunk" cos ts. Existing storage facilities of elevators will always be 
used to capacity during the harvest quarter before any elevator will 
expand . Existing grain storage capacity at an elevator, as used in this 
model, is defined as total storage capacity at the elevator minus that 
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portion of storage capacity used for working space and back- to- farm ship-
ments of grain. Total construction and/or expansion costs, therefore, 
vary by location and by size of the existing facility . 
Objective Function 
The objective function of the model is to maximize net revenue to 
producers within a district under the optimal rail system, as determined 
in the branch line study. Net revenue is the income received at final 
destination minus all handling costs other than previously sunk costs 
and minus all transportation costs from farm to final destination. The 
model determines the optimal number and location of subterminals and the 
optimal flow of each grain from each origin to final destination for each 
time period, given this particular rail line system in a district . 
Constraints 
The net revenue to producers is maximized subject to the following 
constraints: 
1. Existing storage facilities of country elevators and sub-
terminals are filled to capacity in the harvest quarter 
before storage capacity is allowed to expand at any ele-
vator or subterminal . 
2 . Iowa corn and soybean processors receive grain equal to 
at least 90 percent of their projected 1980 processing 
capacity. 
3. The total supply of grain received at any one location 
in any one quarter equals the total supply shipped to 
that location from all sources in that same quarter . 
4. The total grain receipts of country elevators or sub-
terminals from origins equals their total shipments 
to final destinations . 
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Definition of Symbols 
The time horizon which alternative grain distribution systems are 
evaluated extends from 1975 to 1980. Symbols, unless stated otherwise, 
represent the crop year 1980. Time -- which varies from t = 1 , 2, 3, 
4 -- denotes quarters; the first quarter of the crop year is October 
through December. 
Symbols are classified as exogenous, endogenous, or both exogenous 
and endogenous . The value of exogenous variables or parameters are 
determined outside of the model and taken as given . The values of 
endogenous variables are determined by the model. Variables are clas-
sif ied as both exogenous and endogenous if they are predetermined for 
one time period or one step of the model and then become endogenously 
determined thereafter. Sets of parameters and variables are identified 
as exogenous, endogenous, or both exogenous and endogenous by (ex) , (en) , 
or (ex and en) at the point of each definition. 
The following symbols denote the predetermined l ocation of final 
destinations, country elevators, and existing subterminals for any one 
district in Iowa. Potential sites for additional subterminals and alter-
nate rail line networks in a district are also identified. Various com-
binations of rail line systems and subterminal numbers and locations 
form the spatial structure of alternate grain distribution systems within 
a district, but only the optimal rail line system was used in this study . 
Let: 
e: = element of. 
M. =location of the J.th final dest1'nat1'on ,· J. = 1 2 J· (ex) J , •••• , ' • 
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Llh =location of the hth country elevator; h = 1, 2, • •• , H; (ex) . 
L2i location of the ith plant site for a subterminal; i = 1, 
2, .. • , I; (ex). 
rd the optimal system designating the order and number of inten-
sive study lines theoretically abandoned in district d and 
i i h h th . . t d li maps on a one-to-one bas s w t t e r intensive s u y ne 
or segment of line in the district; rd= 1, 2, .•• , Rd; (ex) . 
alternative locational patterns for subterminals, given the 
optimal rail line system where k denotes the kth set of 
locational patterns for n subterminal sites, n ~ I; and 
K = I ! /n! (I-n)! 
n 
The following symbols denote the flow of grain from origin to final 
destination over time and space for a district . The quarterly supply of 
grain from each farm origin is predetermined. The flow, or temporal and 
spatial routing, of grain from origin to final destination is determined 
endogenously by the model . 
All symbols representing the flow of grain, per unit transportation 
costs, and prices use the following general format: variable or para-
meter indices are places within parentheses; the first index denotes 
commodities; the second index is a time parameter denoting various 
quarters of the marketing year and is followed by a semicolon; the third 
index represents origins; the fourth anf fifth indices represent country 
elevators and subterminal elevators, respectively; and the last index 
represents final destinations. 
X(zt;g ..• ) =predetermined supply of commodity z at origin gin 
time t; (ex) • g = 1, 2, •• • , G; t = 1, 2, 3, 4; and 
z = (1) corn, (2) soybeans. 
X(zt; ... • ) 
X(z.; • . •. ) 
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= EX(zt;g • . • ); predetermined supply of commodity 
g 
z f r om all origins within the district in time t ; (ex) . 
~X(zt; .•.• ); predetermined 1980 supply of commodity 
z from all origins within the district; (ex) . 
SR(zt) = predetermined proportion of the 1980 supply of 
connnodity z shipped from the district to destination 
in time t; (ex). 
XS(zt) X(z . ; • . •• ) SR(zt); predetermined quantity of com-
modity z shipped from the district to destinations 
in time t ; (ex). 
X(zt;gh •. ) =quantity of commodity z shipped from origin gin 
time t to country elevator Llh; (en) . 
X(zt; . h • . ) = 
X(zt;g . i.) = 
X(zt;gh • . ) ?. O. 
EX(zt;gh . • ) ; quantity of z shipped from a ll 
g 
in time t to country elevator Llh; (en). 
quantity of z shipped from origin g in time 
subterminal 12.; (en). 
]. 
X(zt;g.i.) ?. O. 
origins 
t to 
X(zt; . hi.) =quantity of z shipped in ti.met from country ele-
vator Llhto subterminal L2i; (en) . 
X(zt; . hi.) ~ 0. 
X(zt ; • • i.) = EX(zt;g.i . ) + EX(zt;.hi . ); quantity of z shipped 
g h 
X(zt;.h . j) 
in time t from all origins and a l l country elevators 
to subterminal 12.; (en). 
]. 
quantity of z shipped in ti.me t from country 
elevator Llh to destination Mj; (en). 
X(zt; .h.j) ~ O. 
X(zt; .. ij) =quantity of z shipped in time t from subterminal 
X(zt; . .. j) = 
C(zt; gh .• ) = 
C(zt;g.i.) 
C(zt;. hi.) = 
C(zt; .h.j) 
C(zt; • . ij) 
BR(zt; h .. ) 
8R(zt;. i.) 
BL(z. ;hi.) 
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L2. to destination M.; (en). 
l. J 
X(zt; . • ij) ~ o. 
EX(zt;. h. j) + EX ( z t; .. ij) ; quantity of z shipped 
h i 
in time t from all country elevators and sub-
terminal elevators to destination M.; 
J 
(en and ex) . 
per unit cost to transport commodity z in time t 
from origin g to country elevator Llh; (ex) . 
per unit cost to transport commodity z in time t 
from origin g to sub terminal L2.; (ex). 
l. 
per unit cost to transport commodity z in time t 
from country elevator Llh to subterminal L2i; (ex) . 
per unit cost to transport commodity z in time t 
from country elevator Llh to destination Mj; (ex). 
per unit cost to transport commodity z in time t 
from subterminal L2i to destination Mj; (ex). 
marginal operating and maintenance cost of receiving 
and drying commodity z in time t at country elevator 
Llh; (ex) . 
marginal operating and maintenance cost of receiving 
and drying commodity z in time t at subterminal 
L2i; (ex). 
marginal operating and maintenance cost of loading 
out commodity z at country elevator Llh for ship-
ment to subterminal L2.; (ex) . 
l. 
BL(z.;h . j) =marginal operating and maintenance cost of loading 
out commodity z at country elevator Llh for ship-
ment to destination M.; (ex). 
J 
BL(z.; • ij) marginal operating and maintenance cost of loading 
out commodity z at subterminal L2 . for shipment 
l. 
to destination M.; (ex). 
J 
es(z) 
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average marginal operating and maintenance cost 
of storing commodity z for one time period 
(quarter) at country elevators and subterminal 
elevators; (ex). 
a(i) ~ miminum annual average cost of establishing a 
subterminal elevator located at 12.; (ex). 
1 
P(zt; •.• J) 
XK(zt;h.) 
XK(zt; .i) 
XK(zt; •. ) 
price per unit of commodity z in time t at 
destination M. ; (ex) . 
J 
quantity of commodity z in storage at country 
elevator Llh in the beginning of quarter t; 
(ex and en). 
quantity of commodity z in storage at subterminal 
12. in the beginning of quarter t; (ex and en) . 
1 
rXK(zt;h.) + rXK(zt;.i); quantity of commodity z 
h i 
in storage at country elevators and subterminal 
elevators in the beginning of quarter t; 
(ex and en) . 
Method of Solution 
The model is used to maximize net revenue to grain producers 
within a district under a predetermined optimal rail line system. Net 
revenue is the income received at final destination minus all handling 
costs and all transportation costs from farm to final destination. The 
model determines n, the number of subterminals; Ak I , the locational 
n rd 
pattern of subterminals, given the rail line system; and X(zt;ghij), 
the flow of grain from origins to final destinations; such that the 
following is maximized: 
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GRNCrd = ~ r ~[P(zt; •• • j) X(z.; .••. ) SR(zt) J 
[ EE C(zt;gh •• ) X(zt;gh .. ) + E E C(zt;g.i.) X(zt;g .i.) g h g iEAkn/ra 
+ E E C(zt;.hi) X(zt ;.hi) + E 
h i £Akn/rd h 
+ E E C(zt; •• ij) X(zt; .• ij)J 
i £A kn/ rd j 
E C(zt; .h.j) X(zt;.h . j) 
j 
[h
E SR(zt;h .. ) X(zt;.h •. ) + .E SR(zt; .i.) X(zt; •. i.) 
1£Akn/ra 
+ E E SL(zt ·,hi.) X(zt; .hi.) +EE SL(zt ;h.j) X(zt; .h.j) 
' h J. h i £Akn/rd 
+ E E SL(zt;.ij) X(at; .• ij) 
i EA kn/rd j 
+ tBS(z) { E XK (zt;h.) + E XK(zt;.i)} 
h i EAkn/rd J} 
E a(i) 
iEAkn/r 
d 
where 
GRNC = total grain revenue from the sa le of the projected 1980 
ra 
volume of grain in district d, net of all transportation 
costs from farm to market, variable nonfarm storage and 
handling, and annual facility investment costs under the 
rd rail line system in dis trict d. 
EE P(zt; ••. j) X(z. ; •• . • ) SR(zt) =total value of the projected 
z t 
1980 volume of grain in dis-
trict d at final destination. 
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~ ~ [ ~ ~ C(zt;gh •. ) X(zt;gh • . ) + ~ E C(zt;g.i . ) X(zt;g . i . ) 
ie:>.kn/r 
d 
+ E E C(zt;.hi.) X(zt;.hi.) + ~ J~ C(zt;.h.j) X(.h.j) 
h ie:>.kn/rd 
+ E E C(zt; •• ij) X(zt; •. ij)J =total transportation cost of 
id.kn/rd j 
shipping the projected 1980 
volume of grain in district d 
to final destinations . 
EE [ E BR(zt;h •. ) X(zt; . h •• ) + E l3R(zt;.i.) X(zt; • • i.) 
z t h ie:l.kn/rd 
+ E E BL(zt,·hi. ) X(zt; .hi.) +EE BL(zt;h. j) X(zt;.h . j) 
h h J. ie:>.kn/rd 
+ E E BL(zt; . ij) X(zt; . • ij) + tl3S(z) { E XK(zt;h.) 
ie:>.kn/rd j h 
+ E XK(zt;.i)}J = total variable processing cost of processing 
i e:>.kn/rd 
the projected 1980 volume of grain in 
district d at country elevators and sub-
terminals. 
E a(i) 
ie:l.kn/r 
d 
total annual investment costs in subterminal elevators 
in district d. 
The procedure used to determine the maximum total net revenue to 
producers from the sale of the projected 1980 volume of grain in dis-
trict d for the given optimal rail line system, GRNC , is divided into ra 
three steps . Step I selects the miminum-cost routing of each grain 
from origins to existing country elevators and subterminals in the dis-
trict such that existing storage facilities are used to their capacity 
during the harvest quarter. Step II selects that routing of each grain 
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from origin to final destination which maximizes the revenue to grain 
producers net of variable transportation and handling costs , given any 
locational pattern of subterminals and a given rail line system in the 
district. Step III selects that number and locational pattern of sub-
terminals which maximizes the net revenue to grain producers for the 
given rail line system in the district . 
This analysis assumes that storage facilities existing at the 
beginning of the planning horizon, January 1, 1975, will be used to 
capacity during the harvest quarter before any elevator will expand. 
This assumption takes into account (1) the "sunk" costs of prior invest-
ments as compared to the actual costs of expansion and (2) marketing 
rigidities from producers preferring to patronize local elevators . 
A linear programming model is used in this analysis to minimize 
the transportation costs incurred in filling the storage facilities of 
existing elevators in the beginning of the harvest quarter . The objec-
tive f unction of the model is to minimize 
subject to 
TCFE 
z =EE C(zl;gh •• ) Xl(zl;gh • • ) g h 
E Xl(zl;gh •. ) = XK(zl;h.) h = 
g 
E X1 ( zl ; gh • . ) ~ X(zl ; g •.• ) g = 
h 
all X1 (zl; gh •• ) > 0 -
1, 2, ... ' H 
1, 2, ... , G 
where 
TCFE z 
X(zl ; g .•. ) 
XK(zl;h . ) 
Xl(zl;gh .• ) 
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miminum transportation cost of filling the available 
storage capacity of commodity z at country elevators 
in the district in the beginning of the harvest quarter. 
predetermined quantity of commodity z available at 
origin g in time 1. 
predetermined quantity of commodity z needed to fill 
the available storage capacity of commodity z at the 
country elevator located at Llh in the beginning of 
harvest quarter. 
quantity of commodity z shipped from origin g to the 
country elevator located at Llh in time 1 in Step I 
of the model. 
C(zl;gh .• ) = per unit cost of transporting commodity z from origin g 
to the country elevator located at Llh in time 1. 
Step II selects the routing of each grain from origins to final 
destinations which maximizes the revenue to grain producers net of var-
iable transportation and handling costs , given a locational pattern of 
subterminals and the rail line system, GRNVCjAk I . To determine the 
n rd 
maximum revenue routing for commodity z at origin g in time t (after 
existing storage capaci t y at country elevators is filled in the beginning 
of the harves t quarter), given a set of subterminals and rail lines, the 
following is computed: 
P(zt; . . ij) 
P(zt; .. i.) 
P(zt;.h.j) 
P (z t;. hij) 
P(zt; .h . • ) 
P(zt; ghij) 
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= [ p ( z t; .•. j) - C ( z t; . . ij) - BL ( z t; . ij) - BR ( z t; . i.) J 
=max P(zt; .• ij) 
j 
mjx [ P(zt; •.• j) - C(z t;.h.j ) - BL(zt;h.j) - BR(zt ; h .• )J 
• m~x [ 'jx [ P(zt ; .•. j) - C(zt ; •• ij) - BL(zt;.ij) J 
- BR(zt;.i. ) - C(zt; . hi . ) - BL(zt;hi . ) - BR(zt ;h . • )] 
=max [ P(zt;.h.j), P(zt; . hij) J 
= max <max [max [ P(zt; .•. j) - C(zt; •• ij ) 
h i j 
- BL(zt;.ij)J - BR(zt ;. i . ) - C(zt ;hi.) - IJL(z t;hi.)] 
- BR(z t;h •• ) - C(zt ;gh .• ~ 
P(zt;gh.j) • m~x [mr [P(zt ;,,,j ) - C(zt ;.h.j) - BL(zt ;h . j) J 
- BR(z t;h .• ) - C(zt;gh •. )} 
P(zt;g .ij) "'!x { jx [ P(zt; ••. j) - C(zt ; .. ij) - BL(zt;.ij ) J 
- BR(zt;.i.) - C(zt;g.i. )}. 
And 
P(zt ; g •.• ) max [P( zt; ghij), P(zt;gh.j), P(zt;g. ij)J 
determines the routing of commodity z in time t from origin g t o final 
th destination which maximizes GRNVC in time t for the g origin, given a 
set of subterminal locations and rail lines in a district . Therefore, 
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the maxi mum revenue i n time t, net of variable transportation and han-
dling costs for all origins in a district , given a set of subterminal 
locations and rail lines, is expressed as follows: 
E [E P(zt ; g ••. ) X(z t ;g •• . ) + [ E P(z t ; .h •• ) XK(zt ; h.) 
z g h 
+ E P(zt; • • i . ) XK(zt ; .i) J 
i£Akn/q 
[ XS(zt) - X(zt; •. • . )J - t8S(z) XK(zt; • • ) - FE(z)J XK(zt ; •• ) 
i f X(z t ; • .• • ) < XS(zt) 
GRNVC j>.k.n/ or 
t rd 
E / gE [ P(zt;g • • • ) X(zt ; g •.• ) l- XS(zt) J 
z \I X(zt; •••• ) 
- [~ C(zt;gh • • ) X(zt;gh •. ) 
J [ XS(zt) J} + .E~ C(zt;g.i . ) X(st;g . i . ) 1 - XS( . ) 1£~kn/r zt , •.•. 
d 
- t8S(z) XK(zt; • . ) - FE(z~ 
if X(zt ; • . •• ) > XS(zt) 
where 
X(zl;g ••• ) - Xl(zl ; g •.• ) if t 1 
X(zt; g .• • ) or 
X(zt ; g .• • ) otherwise 
TCFE z 
FE(z) or 
if t 
0 otherwise 
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1 
( [
XS ( z t) - X ( z t ; •••• ) J] XK(zt ;h. ) - XK(zt;h.) ( ) XK zt; .. 
if X(zt; •.•• ) S XS(zt) 
XK(zt+l;h . ) or 
( [ XS(zt) J} XK(zt;h.) + l~ X(zt ; gh . • ) 1 - X(zt; ••.• ) 
if X(zt ; . ... ) > XS(zt) 
XK(zt;.i) - {XK(zt; .i) 
if X(zt; ••.• ) < XS(zt) 
XK(zt+l ; .i) or 
[
XS ( z t ) - X ( z t ; • • • • ) J } 
XK(zt ; •• ) 
XK(zt ; .i) + r~ X(zt ;g. i.} [ 1 - X(~~;~~~ .)J} 
if X(z t; •. •. ) > XS(zt). 
If the quantity of commodity z shipped in time t from all country 
eleva tors and subterminal elevators to Iowa processors is either less 
than 90 percent or greater than 100 percent of their projected 1980 
processing demand from the district in time t, rerouting of commodity 
z in time t is required. The optimal rerouting of commodity z from one 
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final destination to another final destination in time t is defined as 
the spatial rerouting alternative that minimizes the change io the 
maximum net price for commodity z at origins, country elevators, and 
subterminal elevators. 
Two subsets of all the final destinations, J, in the district are 
defined: Jl, the set of all Iowa processors demanding commodity z from 
the district, j = 1, 2, •• . , Jl, and J2, the set of all final destina-
tions excluding Iowa processors, j Jl + 1, Jl + 2, ••. , J. Thus, the 
se t of all final destinations is denoted by j 1, 2, .•. , Jl, Jl + 1, 
Jl + 2, • .• , J. Denote the minimum change in the maximum prices at 
origins, country elevators, and subterminal elevators from rerouting 
commodity z in time t from one final destination to another final desti-
nation by the following: 
P(zt;g ••. ) - ~~l [ P(zt;ghij), P(zt;gh. j), P(zt;g.ij)J 
if E X(zt; •.. j) < 0.9XIPK(zt) 
jEJl 
6P(zt;g ••. ) or 
P(zt;g •.• ) - max [ P(z t;ghij), P(zt;gh.j), P(zt;g.ij ) J 
jEJ2 
if E X(zt; .•• j) > XIPK(zt) 
jEJl 
P(z t;.h •• ) -
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max [ P(zt; .h. j) , P(z t;. hij) J 
j e:Jl 
if E X(zt; . •. j) < 0 . 9XIPK(zt) 
j e:Jl 
6P(zt; .h •. ) = or 
6P(z t; .. i.) = 
P(zt;.h • . ) - max [ P(zt;.h. j), P(zt ;.hij) J 
j e:J2 
if E X(zt; ••• j) > XIPK(z t ) 
j E: Jl 
P(zt; .• i. ) - max P(zt ; .• ij) 
j e:Jl 
if E X(zt; ••• j) < 0. 9XIPK(zt) 
j E:Jl 
or 
P(z t; •• i . ) - j~j~ P(zt; .. ij) 
if E X(zt; ••. j) > XIPK(zt) . 
j e:Jl 
The optimal rer outing of commodity z in time t from one final des-
tination to another final destination is defined as follows : 
min [ min 6P(zt ; g •.• ) , min 6P(zt;.h •. ), min 6P(zt; •. i . ) J. 
g h i e:Akn/rd 
Rerouting of commodity z originating at or igins, country elevators , and 
subterminal elevators, based on this rerouting definition, occurs until 
either the excess or negative excess demand at Iowa processors is 
removed . The reduction in net revenue resulti ng from the rerouting of 
grain i s accounted for in the change in the maximum net price for 
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corranodit y z at origins, country elevators, and subterminal elevators . 
Therefore, the maximum revenue to grain producers net of variable trans-
portation and handling costs, given a locational pattern of subterminals 
and the rail line syst em, is expressed as: 
